Summary: RVP-net is an online program for the prediction of real valued solvent accessibility. All previous methods of accessible surface area (ASA) predictions classify amino acid residues into exposure states and named them buried or exposed based on different thresholds. Real values in some cases were generated by taking the mid points of these state thresholds. This is the first method, which provides a direct prediction of ASA without making exposure categories and achieves results better than 19% mean absolute error. To facilitate batch processing of several sequences, a standalone version of this tool is also provided.
INTRODUCTION
Solvent accessibility is one of the key properties of amino acids residues in proteins, which can be predicted, with a reasonable degree of accuracy (e.g., Rost and Sander, 1994; Pollastri et al., 2002) . However all methods of accessible surface area (ASA) prediction have hitherto been based on classifying residues into exposure states and then making the category predictions. In the past, we provided an online ASA category prediction using a linear neural network and showed that relatively simpler networks with small data sets could be comparable to rigorous networks in terms of their prediction accuracy . We have also shown that ASA plays a major role in determining the probability of an amino acid residue to bind to DNA . We recently reported the first method for predicting real valued solvent accessibility without a priori classification into exposure states (Ahmad et al., 2003) . In that work, we showed that our method of ASA prediction carries more information than * To whom correspondence should be addressed. even a 100% correct classification into two state categories (Rost and Sander, 1994) . Although some of these methods provide a real value by averaging several category predictions, this was the first algorithm, which provided real valued ASAs without making classifications. Quality of predictions was measured by mean absolute error (MAE), which is defined as absolute per residue difference between the predicted and experimental values of relative ASA. We tested the validity of our new method, using different data sets of varying sizes. Non-redundant lists of proteins have been provided by Rost and Sander (1993) , Carugo (2000) , Cuff and Barton (2000) , and Manesh et al. (2001) . We also used two methods of ASA calculation from three-dimensional structures of proteins viz. DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) and ASC (Eisenhaber and Argos, 1993) . We found that the change in the method of ASA calculation and variation of data sizes within the attempted range affected the prediction quality by less than 2% MAE. For the online predictions, we have used the largest of these data sets (Cuff and Barton, 2000) , which could enhance its predictability and reliability. Neural network was trained for more than 80 000 residues provided in this data set and resultant MAE of prediction was found to be nearly 19%. Correlation between the predicted and desired values of ASA has been found to be 0.480 for this data set. Correlation between the desired and predicted solvent accessibility in binary states was previously reported as 0.432 based on single sequence information by Rost and Sander (1994) compared to a value of 0.472, obtained by us between the desired and predicted real values of solvent accessibility for the same data set. Main advantages of real valued predictions as against the state predictions are as follows:
1. Real valued predictions provide more information. Even if there were 100% correct prediction in two-state classification, the mean doubt in ASA prediction is 25%. Since our MAE of predictions is just 19%, real valued predictions carry at least 6% more information than a 100% correct two-state prediction.
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2. Same value of ASA threshold may not be significant for all residues. Some residues have significantly lower mean ASA and hence a state classification at the same threshold for all residues may not be justified. By providing a real value prediction, our method enables us to classify residues into categories, if needed, at different thresholds for different residues within the same prediction.
In view of this, RVP-net provides a useful tool for the prediction of solvent accessibility and hence will be helpful in estimating structure and function of proteins with unknown three-dimensional structures. A detailed comparison between our previously published server Netasa (www.netasa.org/netasa/) and other available category prediction servers on the one hand and the present RVP-net on the other is provided in Table 1 . RVP-net server is flexible to the input formats as it can take the sequence input in a two-column format (residue number) or a single running sequence. Numeral characters, spaces and next line characters are ignored by the sequence-parsing program. Single letter code is expected for residues and all residues must be entered in upper case. Lower case and non-residue characters are treated as unknown residues. Largest size of sequence accepted is 700. The RVP-net web server allows one query at a time and in some cases, users may be interested in making largescale predictions. Therefore, we also distribute a standalone version of this program to enable users to make batch predictions of solvent accessibility without needing to access the internet. Online prediction and the standalone programs are provided free for academic use.
NOTE ADDED IN THE PROOF
After the acceptance of this paper, RVP-net predictions are also available in graphical formats.
